PHOTO & DESIGN COLLEGE

Photo FESTIVAL symposium
& open day
10-11 November 2018 at VSS Creative Photo and Design College
Open day student information will be given throughout day in
printing room.
An exciting 2 days of theoretical and practical
photography:
Ÿ References and inspiration looking at the arts.
Ÿ To produce a pre-conceptualised image using modern
photo-techniques, eﬀects and equipment.
Ÿ To present a well conceived image with tutorials using the
latest of Lightroom Photoshop and plug-ins.
Ÿ The glamour portrait a look at trends and history. Practical
portrait studio photography (in 2 studios) - shooting for the
‘beauty’ magazine cover - tutorial on glamour make-up.
Ÿ Fashion photography lecture look at modern trends implement in 2 studios with fantastic models.
Ÿ All about Macro presented by Louis Pretorius, perhaps the
best macro photographer in SA. Practical in VSS gardens
on macro assisted by Louis Pretorius.
Ÿ Lecture on studio strobe photography.
Ÿ Catch the splash and food photography.
This course is aimed at inspiring and getting the creative
juices ﬂowing by.
All photos displayed on these pages were taken by Hein Waschefort and
Louis Pretorius (course leaders) and feature some models to be used on
course.

Day 1; 08:00-19:00:
Ÿ 08:00 Arrive and coﬀee
Ÿ 08:30 Lecture on studio portrait photography - studio
lighting and identifying face shapes - glamour portrait
make-up.
Ÿ 10:00 Practical studio portrait photography in 2 studios and
garden with beautiful models.
Ÿ 12:30 hot dogs salads and social.
Ÿ 13:30 Macro photography by Louis Pretorius.
Ÿ 14:30 Break
Ÿ 15:00 Take your camera to video mode - inspirational
student work and professional work by top SA camera
man. Discuss possibility to re-introduce ﬁlm/video into
PSSA.
Ÿ 16:00 The visual arts, photo techniques and Photoshop part 1.
Ÿ 17:30 Bring and Braai for those wishing to join us - video
interviews in lecture room - with Henri Cartieer-Bresson
and Ansel Adams.

Day 2; 08:00-16:00:
Ÿ 06:30 Arrive, coﬀee and hit the garden for macro
assisted by Louis Pretorius.
Ÿ 08:30 Lecture on fashion photography - studio lighting
and action ﬂash photography.
Ÿ 09:30 Practical studio and garden fashion photography
including avant garde make-up with beautiful models.
Ÿ 12:30 hot dogs, salads and social.
Ÿ 13:30 The visual arts, photo techniques and Photoshop
- part 2.
Ÿ 14:30 Break
Ÿ 15:00 Theory on ﬂash and food photography.
Ÿ 15:30 Practical photography - catch the splash in studio
- food photography on location available light.
Ÿ 17:00 End of symposium; Bring and Braai for those
wishing to join us.
Course include:
Ÿ Course leaders; Hein Waschefort and Louis Pretorius
Ÿ Models for shoots
Ÿ Coﬀees snacks and lunch
Course fees: R300 per person per day.
Free for learners attending the OPEN DAY.
Participants are limited and booking is essential: Booking
and more info: christine@vsscreative.com
Equipment to consider:
Camera (perhaps an extra body), lenses from wide angle
to 200mm and macro if you have, tripod, polarise ﬁlters
and lots of imagination and memory cards with fully
charged batteries.
Much of course is based on content of
Hein’s latest book
Creative Photography guide

